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-Intuition is both the tube and the 

light of information that flows 

through the tube from Source to feed you.

-� 	 
 � �  � � � � � � �  �  � � 	  �  � � �
Intuition is your access to information that is available from Source,

or God the ultimate creator in your universe. It is your direct connection

to a stream of answers that are available to you when you ask. Think of

it as a type of tube or beam or column of light that descends into your

world and connects you to Source. This so-called tube brings you a

“cloud” or stream of information that you can translate into meanings

for you. When you ask a question, it goes up your tube of light to your

higher self, your full self, and then to Source, and the answer is returned

to you through that same tube. The goal is to ask questions, listen, and

wait for the response.

-Your intuition feeds you all the information 

you need to maintain your world.

-
Intuition is both the tube and the light of information that flows

through the tube from Source to feed you. More specifically, your life

force energy and intuition come down the tube as a stream of light
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particles that fill you as the receptacle, or receiving device. Your connec-

tion to Source, as well as your ability to maintain that connection, is a

part of your system. You maintain this activity, or flow, through the

love you have for yourself. As long as you love yourself and maintain

your vehicle, or body, you will have an experience of being God in the

physical realm.

-Experiencing yourself as God, a creator, 

is your purpose for being here.

-
Your experience of being God, creator in your realm, is allowed and

maintained through your connection to Source. Intuition issues mean-

ing to life and holds for you the original idea of who you are. You gain

purpose through understanding who you are, and that definition is

given to you by your intuition when you ask.

Experiencing yourself as God, a creator, is your purpose for being

here. By being the creator in your reality, you expand and grow. Because

you are only partially present in this reality, or dimension, your ability

to communicate with your full self and Source is paramount for your

survival and maintenance in this world. This is why intuition is so im-

portant. It connects you to Source. It allows you to communicate from

your limited incarnated physical self through your higher self to your

full self and Source. Your higher self is that part of you that is partially

incarnated, whereas your full self is all of who you are.

Your intuition feeds you all the information you need to maintain

your world. All answers are given to your questions. Nothing is held back

unless it is inappropriate for you to know it at that time. The meaning

you ascribe to the answers may be pure or may be polluted depending

upon the filters or beliefs with which you translate the information.

The difficulty comes when you doubt your world and yourself as

God, creator in your realm. This reduces your access to intuition. When

you love and appreciate yourself less, there is less love in the universe to

THE PATH OF INTUITION
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hold you. You must personally love yourself to bring forward the love

of the universe that supports and holds you in place in your world. This

love you have for yourself creates the space for you to create.

The tube retracts slightly when you distrust yourself, and the degree

to which it retracts depends upon how many times you have distrusted

yourself. In order for information to come through the tube, it must be

connected to Source.

You must remember that you are God. Then access your tube of

light, which holds within it your intuition, to maintain your world and

create your desires. It is up to you, as the God of your realm, to make

these choices to do these things.

You are beings of light. Source feeds light to you. You are always

connected to Source as an individual experience of Source, or God, while

you are in this reality. If a disconnection is made, either through your

choice or some surprise happening, then your light is extinguished at that

location in the fabric of love and your tube is instantly withdrawn. That

terminates your present experience.� 	 
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 �  � � 	  �  � � �
Your being—your experience of life on this planet—requires connec-

tion to the Source of All That Is in order to survive. The mechanism of

intuition feeds you with all you need to know. This energy pattern that

descends from Source allows you to be in this universe you call “life”

and create however you please.

Your intuition is available to help you move ahead. It reminds you that

you are God, creator in your realm. It accesses Source and brings forth

light, which has within it life force energy and intuition, so that you may

create. It is the homing device that ultimately leads you home to Source.

-The goal is to ask questions, listen, 

and wait for the response.

-

WHAT IS INTUITION?
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